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April 9, 2009 
www.thepacifican.com 
Worst Recession Since 
the Great Depression 
Ally Mengarelli 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Recently, a report was issued, describing California's current 
recession as the worst since the Great Depression 
According to the March 2009 California Forecast from Pacific's 
own Eberhardt School of Business, California's economy is 
currendy in the steepest part of a two-year decline. This is extremely 
dismaying, as this report reveals something incredibly frightening: 
this recession is not longer one of ordinary proportions. Rather, 
this particular recession is the worst our great state has witnessed 
since the 1930s. 
The Forecast estimates the state's unemployment rate to be at its 
peak at 12% by the end of this year, surpassing the previous 11% 
in 1982. Unfortunately, the numbers are expected to remain in 
the double digits for an estimated two years. Even though there 
is hope that the recession will end in the fourth quarter of 2009, 
the job market will continue to suffer, most likely until the end of 
2011. 
According to Eberhardt s Report, certain jobs are more at risk 
than others. 
Manufacturing companies will most likely suffer the most, 
losing 150,000 jobs this year alone. Nonfarm payrolls will decline 
by a total of 950,000 jobs over the next two years as well. Losses 
to the farm employment from the current recession will push the 
total of lost jobs into millions of jobs lost across the state. 
Construction jobs are also at risk, declining another 100,000 
jobs this year. As the recession will likely be less detrimental within 
the next year, jobs will stabilize in 2010, putting the construction 
sector at a loss of400,000 jobs in 4 years, declining to half its 2006 
employment. 
Healthcare, however, is the only sector that will remain 
uneffected by the recession. The 1% gain in healthcare jobs, is 
still thriving, though it still remains the lowest growth within the 
decade. 
The loss of jobs also affects salaries, as personal income is 
estimated to decline 0.6% this year. 
This means consumer spending will continue to decrease, 
causing strain on the market. Notably, new car and truck sales are 
estimated to fall below 1.2 million, (compared to the 2 million 
companies made within the last eight years), and retail sales will 
lose an estimated $45 billion, and won't recover to its previous 
peak until 2011. 
Real Gross State Product will decline at 6.5% annual rate and 
housing starts will also suffer an all-time low at just 32,000 units. 
As foreclosure properties are selling for less than new homes, 
housing will remain incredibly low until real estate prices begin to 
recover (although in 2012, it is estimated that housing starts will 
rise to 100,000 units). 
City Manager Gives 
Real World Perspective 
Alex Ruano 
Pacifican News Editor 
In the last week of March, West 
Sacramento'sCity Manager,TobyRoss, 
was at Pacific as a participant in the 
City Manager on Campus program. 
Representing the International City 
Managers Association (ICMA) he 
spoke to students in several clases 
to give a real world perspective to 
what they were learning. Ross' stay 
on campus was hosted by the Jacoby 
Center for Public Affairs and Civic 
Leadership. Dr. Robert Benedetti, 
executive director of the Jacoby 
Center, orchestrated Ross' schedule 
of activities. 
According to Benedetti's post visit 
assessment, the Center felt it was 
important to bring this program to 
campus for three reasons. 
"First," he wrote, "we hoped to 
acquaint undergraduate students in 
a variety of fields about the realities 
of local government and the career 
opportunities it offers. 
"Secondly, we —— 
hoped to update local 
government leaders 
concerning current 
trends and challenges 
in higher education 




concluded, ' "we 
hope to gain an independent evaluation of 
the academic and co-curricular life at the 
University to better understand the quality 
of education Pacific is delivering." 
Nineteen schools in California are 
involved in the ICMA program. Each 
school receives a visit from a city manger 
and they are given a chance to get involved 
in campus. 
Ross says "[it is] helpful if there are more 
interaction between academic and city 
managers." 
He feels the next group of people to take 
over city governments should come from 
West Sacramento Public Relations 
Toby Ross, City Manager of West Sacramento visited 
Pacific Last month 
~ ™ ~ ~  l i b e r a l  a r t s  s c h o o l s  
like Pacific, "We 
like people who are 
flexible, [who have] 
people skills, highly 
flexible." He thinks 
Liberal Arts degrees 
are a "good match" for 
local government. 
His visit was not 
to rally students to 
"What you need to 
get from bottom to top 
is incentive and drive." 
- Toby Ross 
apply for city government positions. Ross 
was here to, primarily, immerse himself in 
the current academic environment and to 
asses identities of students attending college 
at different locations. In all the classes he 
visited, Ross placed his role as City Manager 
in the context of their subject matter. 
He also wanted to stress to students that a 
degree is not all it takes to be successful. Ross 
says, "What you need to get from bottom to 
top is incentive and drive." 
Toby Ross has served as West Sacramento s 
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No Touching Policy? 
Jasmine Patel 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
"Keep your hands to yourself!" We've 
all heard this statement numerous times 
in grade school. At East Shore Middle 
School in Milford, CT, this statement 
has actually become a school rule. 
Principle Catherine Williams sent 
a notification to students stating that 
touching another student could result in 
a detention, parent-teacher conference, 
suspension, or even expulsion. Touching 
in this case refers to hugs, high-fives, or 
any sort of horsing around. 
The "no touching" policy came 
into effect after a student at the 
middle school was kicked in the groin 
and sent to the hospital during the 
week of March 15, 2009. Williams 
wanted the students to feel safe in the 
learning environment, and therefore, 
implemented the policy the following 
week. In addition, Williams stated that a 
school staff member will deem whether 
certain physical conduct is acceptable 
or not by a student. Parents are greatly 
irritated and concerned for they believe 
that human contact is needed to learn 
and grow in school. For now, however, 
students at East Shore Middle School 
will just have to abide by the book and 
learn to keep their hands to themselves. 
Mini Relay for Life! 
Sunday, April 26, 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Pacific Campus Field (Sunken Field) 
Make a team of your friends and come up with as much money as possible! 
$100 goal per team. Live music, fun activities, and the opportunity to do 
something meaningful, and help finance the fight against cancer. 
uopminirelay@yahoo.com 
How's the DUC Doing? 
Student Feedback 
Sachi Takahashi-Rial 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
We've gone through quite a few new 
changes this year, Pacific. The least of 
which was acclimating ourselves to 
eating, meeting, and dancing in the 
new University Center (UC). So The 
Pacifican wanted to touch base and 
see how this new building is treating 
you, campus. Is it all you could have 
hoped for? Is it an identity-building, 
community-creating, cohesive glue for 
all your constituents? A survey was 
taken allowing the responders to opt 
out of disclosing names. 
Junior David Johnson gives an 
affirmative, resounding "yes." He touts 
the convenience and the proximity of 
services as a great community-builder: 
"The UC has increased a sense of 
community by consolidating many 
activities into a single area. ASUOP, 
Meeting Rooms, the Lair, the Pub, and 
the eating area are all popular places for 
students to go, and by having them in 
a centralized location students come in 
contact with one another more often." 
However, a member of the Greek 
community attended Tiger Nights 
there, and found no other motivation 
to take herself to the UC. She stated, "I 
do not have a meal plan on campus, so 
I have no reason to go to the University 
Center." 
Does it take more than just a 
building to facilitate campus spirit and 
a sense of togetherness? What do all 
Pacific students have in common that 
they can bond over at the University 
Center? And does the building let us 
know what that common trait is ? If it 
isn't attracting some Greeks (16-18% of 
undergrads are involved in some Greek 
organization), then perhaps it is missing 
other constituents as well. 
A sophomore pointed to awareness 
as a boundary to unity. "The UC's 
existence has not in any way affected 
my participation in organizations or 
clubs. I feel that there is not enough 
effort put into advertising for activities 
or programs that certain clubs may be 
attempting to put on. I know that the 
PR is mostly in the hands of the clubs, 
but I believe that who ever is in charge 
of the television announcements could 
do more to reach out and help the 
clubs." 
Many also feel that the UC does 
not offer students incentives to stay at 
Pacific over the weekends. The weekly 
migration starts Friday afternoons, 
emptying theparkinglotsand residences 
halls. Nothing will stop students from 
leaving campus, especially not "the 
choice between eating greasy fried 
foods (at the Lair) or somehow getting 
off campus to overspend at another 
place." One survey response stated that 
"if the Marketplace stayed open longer 
and offered the same variety of food 
choices during the weekend, not as 
many people would opt out of staying 
on campus on the weekends." 
Most agree that the UC food is of 
better quality than that offered at the 
old Raymond dining hall. University 
Center Director Jason Velo calls the 
UC a "promise delivered" in terms 
of campus community. Attendance 
at Tiger Nights and Lair events is 
skyrocketing student involvement. The 
Mystique Tiger Night that took place 
in the Fall had over 1800 students 
in attendance. The DUC receives an 
average of 6,000 guests per day (guests 
as in faculty, staff, and community 
members, not students.) The building 
also sells an average of 5,000 meals a 
day. 
Drexel 
U N I V E R S I T Y  
Founded 1891 
* .• * c 
MS Library and Information Science 
When you're looking for an outstanding master's program in 
library and information science, it makes perfect sense to turn 
to Drexel — a university that has been connecting people and 
. information together for over a century. 
Drexel prepares you for a bright future in advanced information 
management with one of the few accredited Library and Information 
Science degrees in the nation. This innovative, adaptable 
education will prepare you for a career in academic, corporate 
or health care settings. 
If you're ready to turn the page and take your career in library 
and information science to the next level, it's time for you to 
discover Drexel. 
Learn more about Drexel 
Drexel is guiding Sacramento's information industry professionals to the 
next phase of their careers. To find out more, call or visit us online. 
Register for an Information Session 
Tuesday, April 7 and April 21 at 6 p.m. 
One Capitol Mall, Suite 260, Sacramento 
Complimentary food, beverage and parking 
Drexel University Center for Graduate Studies 
drexel.edu/sacramento 916.325.4600 LIVE IT. 
Managing information? 
We've got it down to a science. 
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From Endless Violence to Eternal Spring: A Vision for Stockton 
•:n Mazzaferro 
Vatican Staff Writer 
Students and community members from across 
•wckton were given a fascinating glimpse into the 
tevitalization of Medellin, Colombia, and witnessed 
ist hand how lessons abroad could be applied here for 
ismilarly bright future. 
"The Medellin, Colombia Experience: Lessons for 
the Future of Stockton" was a hour and a half long 
rresenration held on Thursday, March 19, hosted 
:v Stockton2020, a non-profit organization which 
iims to mobilize Stocktons youth into creating a 
Stockton that is dedicated to education, creativity, 
safety, and innovation. The cornerstone of the event 
was a presentation by award-winning journalist Jose 
Ramirez and his wife, rising architect Maria Carrizosa 
Ramirez, both of whom spoke to the staggering 
renaissance experienced in Bogota and Medellin after 
the government chose to shift its focus to education. 
The history of Colombia is one that has been marred 
by periods of violence and political unrest. Medellin, 
in particular, suffered during the 1970s, when drug 
kingpin Pablo Escobar maintained a stranglehold on 
the city's drug cartel until 1993. Escobars power and 
money shaped the city and turned it into "The City of 
Endless Violence." However, as the 1990s waned, new 
(aces began to shape the future of Colombia. Beginning 
in 2004, the mayors of Bogota and Medellin dedicated 
themselves to refurbishing former prisons, garbage 
plants, and other public buildings into state-of-the-art 
libraries and public parks. Often these "library-parks" 
iwere built in neighborhoods torn apart by gang warfare 
and drug cartels, with some of the richest investments 
taking in place in the city's poorest slums. 
This was all part of an over-arching plan that, 
according to Ramirez, "...takes the best architecture 
and place it in the poorest areas; to create new meeting 
daces, and to generate spaces with political and public 
jarticipation." The architecture alone was not enough 
to fully realize these new meeting places, however. 
The government also focused on building new lines of 
transportation that directly connected poorer districts 
to the newly-built library parks, as well as adding over 
100 kilometers of new bike paths. 
By building libraries in the middle of gang-
war territory, the government was able to create a 
meeting ground where battling factions could come 
to a common ground of understanding and form new 
experiences and sensibilities. While Ramirez was quick 
to point out that not all government policies in place 
were necessarily desirable or effective, the results that 
these new centers of learning had on the cities were 
undeniable. Murder rates experienced a precipitous 
drop, falling from 381 people killed per 100,000 in 
2003 to 30 people per 100,000 in 2006. Homicide rates 
in Medellin are now lower than those Rio de Janero, 
Saltimore, and Washington DC. The City of Endless 
Violence is now regaining its former reputation as "The 
City of Eternal Spring." 
The WPC 140 auditorium filled with audible gasps 
and murmurs of astonishment as images of the spacious, 
light-filled public libraries filled the projection screen. 
Touching many of the audience members in paritcular 
was the image of the Leon de Greifflibrary in the quarter 
of La Ladera, a library built from a prison that formerly 
housed political dissidents, including poets. Libraries 
became monuments to past atrocities, emblematic of a 
country moving forward from the dark and dangerous 
periods in its history. 
"People started to love their cities," said Ramirez, 
"People can now be proud of their cities. 
However, libraries have become more than buildings 
that house books for the city of Medellin, according 
to Ramirez. "They are spaces of contemplation, of 
introspection. There is a lot of possibility in space," said 
Ramirez. "All the city is like a school - you have to learn 
about each other. You have to learn about yourself." 
Carrizosa's presentation focused more closely on the 
building of one particular library - in this instance, a 
smaller project in the city ofYopal. Carrizosa discussed 
the various considerations of the project, both cultural 
(the integration of hammocks in to the building as 
a familiar spot of contemplation for residents) and 
economical. 
"It was important to create a building that presented 
no issues of sustainability to any government," said 
Carrizosa, noting the volatile political landscape 
that characterizes Colombia to this day. "It was also 
important to understand the cultural values of the 
inhabitants to create a place that welcomed them," 
Carrizosa said. 
Attendees of the event were impressed by the results 
of priortizing education in Medellin, and excited for 
what a similar project could do for Stockton. 
"The most robust risk factor, the one that crops up 
time and time again, is the absence of literacy," said 
Dean Lynn Beck of the School of Education, "This 
is the factor that predicts many of the problems we 
in education worry about. Let's make 
libraries our personal signature, what 
Stockton is known for - that's the boldest 
vision of all." 
"It was very enlightening," said 
Alexander Bronson, a sixteen year old 
junior from Lincoln High, "I think it has 
potential here in Stockton, though maybe 
not on such a grand scale." 
Classmate Ronak Patel, 17, was 
similarly impressed. "It would be nice to 
have a program like that here, something 
that advocates for education," he said. 
Htinter Tanous, a sophomore 
International Relations major at Pacific, 
who occasionally served as translator for 
Ramirez and Carrizosa, was extremely 
excited by the prospect of a similar 
undertaking happening in Stockton. "I 
was blown away," Tanous said. "It's a local 
thing that has been proven to work. I'm 
stoked on the idea of connectinglibraries to 
transportation to poorer neighborhoods. 
I've been really excited to see it. This is 
necessary for Stockton, and this is proof 
for those who doubted it." 
The evening's presentation was interspersed with 
performances by poets from With Our Words, a spoken 
poetry group based in Stockton. Tama Brisbane, Justin 
Chu, and Loreal Nelms electrified the audience with 
verbal acrobatics that spoke of the freedom that words 
offer from the prisons of the mind and body. Nelms 
was particularly moved by the presentation of Ramirez 
and Carrizosa. "I thought it was very inspiring," said 
Nelms, "Being a resident of Stockton, I could see this 
having a major impact on Stockton. I hope it doesn't 
fall through the cracks." 
Stockton2020 has already scouted a site for 
a potential library project on the waterfront in 
Downtown Stockton, and the organization is busy 
meeting with local government officials and mobilizing 
youth volunteers to help make this dream a reality. 
"Location is key," said Nabeel Cajee, a sophomore 
Dental and Legal Scholars major at Pacific, as well 
as the Executive Director for Stockton 2020, "We 
need to place the new central library on piece of real 
estate that symbolizes the values of our community. 
Stockton2020 is seeking to secure the current lot of the 
State of California Building in Downtown Stockton. 
That lot is the terminus of our Delta waterways and our 
window to the world." 
While the problems Stockton faces cannot be fixed 
overnight, many view education as an integral factor 
in revitalizing the city. "This can happen in every 
city around the world," said Ramirez, "The change in 
Stockton is already starting - the city is the people, and 
the change starts in the mind of the people." 
Noting the beauty of the potential location, 
Carrizosa said, "It is one of the best sites, and could be 
a beautiful location for a library. But remember, some 
of the most beautiful libraries can be built in the most 
horrible places." 
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
SAFETY 
WEEKLY REPORT 
March 29 - April 4,2009 
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA 03/29/09 
Officers assisted a female who reported losing 
her cell phone. The female reported receiving 
a call from the subject who located the phone 
and requested to meet with her. The owner 
became concerned when the subject changed 
the meeting location multiple times. Officer 
responded with the owner and assisted in 
retrieving her property. The mile subject was 
interviewed. 
Choose from a wide 
array of online courses 
too! Students may charge 
to student account. lb 
register call 946.2424 




4 Joy of Tai Chi Chuan 
4 Journey Down El Camino Real: 
The California Mission Experience 
18 Jane Austen on the Big Screen 
18 The Media Job Market: Preparing Yourself NEW! 
25 Creative Writing in Spanish 
25 Damage Incorporated: Heavy Metal & the Music of 
Metallica NEW! 
2 Finding Your Cultural Voice NEW! 
2 Britannia's Royals: The British Monarchy NEW! 
2 Dreams & Interpretations 
CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL & CONTINUING EDUCATION 
To view our courses online or to download your own copy 
of Pacific's Spring 2009 Extension Catalog, visit our 
website: www.pacific, edu/cpce 
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PERSPECTIVES 
EDITORIAL 
Don't be a Hairline: 
Avoid Receding in the Recession 
Yes, we know you're tired of hearing how the know someone in, an industry you might pursue 
economy continues to be in the crapper, and that it someday. Networking can make all the difference in 
will remain so in the next year or even longer. But this job-searching. 
doesn't mean that those of us graduating this year, or 
the next few years, will necessarily have sh"ty financial 
futures. Indeed, we can prepare to not recede in this 
recession. 
True, our state is in the worst recession since the 
Great Depression. Unemployment is expected to 
reach 12 percent by the end of this year, according to 
Pacific's very own Business Forecasting Center in the 
Eberhardt School of Business. 
"The state will lose nearly a million jobs before [the 
recession] ends, and no area of the economy is being 
"We are having this casual event in the hope 
of connecting COP students with COP alumni 
and current faculty to foster stronger connections 
between the students and their goals," said Veena 
Vaidyanathan, COP Senator. 
Besides networking, internships are a must. 
We know, this has been hammered into your 
head throughout your college experience. But its 
importance cannot be stressed enough. Internship 
experience not only makes you more attractive to 
employers—it's how you get your foot in the door. 
spared," said Jeff Michael, Director of the Forecasting The company you intern with may hire you if you've 
Center. done a good job. If not, then at least, you'll have made 
As the majority of us plan to enter California's another professional contact. The Career Resource 
job market in the next few years, we can't help but Center and Tigerjobs are the two campus-affiliated 
bite our nails in anxiety upon hearing this news, sources where you can search for internships. 
That nervousness won't get us anywhere, except to a 
manicurist. 
Instead, we college students need to be resilient. 
There's a lot we can do now to make ourselves more 
marketable for the future. 
Networking with alumni, for example. What many 
students here forget or don't know is that there are 
numerous Pacific alumni who teach or hold other 
What you should also do is become friends with 
your professors. They're experienced in their fields 
and can advise you on career choices—including 
teaching, of course. Not only can these mentors give 
you the heads-up on job posts, they're also happy to 
write you reference letters. 
"The professors in the Conservatory teach 
students how to teach themselves, and we do so by 
positions on campus. There are also off-campus exposing them to our real-world experiences, said 
alumni who remain involved with the university. Not 
only can you make professional contacts through 
these people, you can gain valuable career advice. 
There's a chance for that this evening. At 6 p.m., 
the College of the Pacific Association (C.O.P.A.) 
Cabana BBQwill take place for students to ask COP 
alumni questions on what can be done with degrees 
John Cozza, Professor of the Conservatory of Music. 
"For instance, I make sure my students will know to 
charge before playing for an event, if they decide to 
become professional accompanists. You don't learn 
that kind of stuff in textbooks." 
And lastly, you've got to keep gazing on the bright 
side. Sure, the nation's unemployment rate now stands 
in psychology, history, or whichever COP (or even at 8.5 percent, according to the Bureau of Labor 
non-COP) degrees they're working on. Use this 
opportunity (on the WPC lawn) to not only plan for 
your future, but to meet people who are in, or could 
Now vs. Then: 
Growing Up 
Statistics. But compare that to 24 percent during 
the Great Depression, as stated by CNN. Nowadays, 
it's more important than ever to stay positive. That 
attitude will help you be proactive in your career 
preparation. As a result, you'll be less likely to drown 
in the waves of this recession. 
Elaine Campion 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
whether or not to go out on weeknights, what 
elective classes to take, and how to spend our leisure 
Peter Pan, the quintessential child: playing, causing 
mischief, and refusing to grow up. His story represents 
childhood in all of its imaginative, creative glory. He 
never grows old, and he has no interest in doing so. 
When you're younger, going through the trials and 
tribulations of puberty, you develop a strong urge to 
assert your independence and to be treated as an adult. 
This is the age when you are too old for the kiddie-table 
at holidays and events, and you want to be seen as self-
sufficient. 
In high school, most of us begin to take a few more 
steps toward independence. 
We get our driver's licenses, cell phones, later curfews, 
and spend less time under the rule of our parents (if 
we're lucky). 
College becomes a time of even more independence. 
We start to gain a sense of actually being adults, since 
we're miles away from mom and dad, and thus, make 
choices without asking for their permission. We decide 
time. 
Now, as a senior looking at the last few weeks 
(eek!) of my college career, I almost long for the 
days of kiddie tables and having my decisions made 
for me. 
Now that it comes time to actually be an adult 
in the "real world," it is a lot scarier than I had 
imagined. As independent as we have become 
throughout our college careers, actually finishing 
school and beginning to live on our own is pretty 
nerve-racking. 
Some people are ready for it more so than 
others. But when you think about securing a job, 
establishing insurance, and paying bills, growing up 
can become a scary thing. 
"When you're younger, you don't realize how 
much your parents really do for you," said junior,^ 
David Mayman. "Now that we're in college, we start 
to understand that everything we do should be goal-
driven. When we get older, there's not as much time to 
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Phone: (209) 946-2115 
Fax: (209) 946-2195 
Mailing Address: 
The Pacifican 
3601 Pacific Avenue 
Stockton, CA 95211 
pacificaneditors@pacific.edu 
Office: In Southwest Hall Courtyard 
Meetings Every Thursday 
Knoles Hall 212 at noon 
Interested in advertising? 
Contact pacificanads@pacific.edu 
All advertising submissions must be in each 
Monday at 5 p.m. unless otherwise negotiated. 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
* 
Editorial comments reflect the views and opinions of 
the majority of the Pacifican editorial board, unless 
personally signed. The views of the Pacifican are not 
reflected in advertising, letters to the editor, or in any 
articles. 
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all submitted 
materials for length, factual information, libel, and 
clarity. All letters to the editors must have a verifiable 
signature, address, phone number, and email address. 
just screw around and slack oflf." 
It's going to be exciting and challenging, but being 
"all grown up" definitely feels like it came pretty fast. 
So for you underclassmen out there, enjoy the time you 
have in .college. It's the last chance most of us will have 
to still be carefree and irresponsible, and we should 
appreciate that for all its glory. 
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Isn't it Awkward When... 
Flaine Campion & 
Nimle Eicholtz 
Pacifican Humor Columnists 
You and another person don't have 
a common understanding of when to 
hug? We have had quite the array of 
experiences where the art of hugging 
was not perfected, leading to dangerous 
consequences. One of us being tall, and 
one being short, each of us have had 
our own hardships with receiving an 
unfortunate embrace. • 
When you are petite, it can often 
be amusing to those around you. At a 
party this is extremely apparent during 
greetings. Low body mass gives people 
the impression that you should not be 
hugged, not hand-shaken, but lifted, 
swung, thrown over a shoulder, etc., 
before passed to the next player. 
As flattering as this may be, it 
sometimes gives you a sense of being 
a plaything rather than a party guest, 
and being dwarf-like amidst a sea of 
inebriated buddies, there is almost no 
choice in the matter. Awkward! 
Nothing can quite compare to the 
other side of the spectrum, when you, 
the huggee, are awkwardly close in 
height to the hugger. This is an especially 
troublesome thing when hugging male 
acquaintances. Trying to be cute and 
strong for their "ladyfriend," they often 
go for the afore-mentioned lifted hug, 
but for some reason fail to realize that 
there is no way they can lift you up two 
feet off the ground because you and the 
hugger are only mere inches apart in 
height. 
This lifted hug then morphs into 
something much more awkward, 
sometimes referred to as the Lumbar 
Stretch. This is because it ends up being 
some sort of strange chiropractic motion 
in which the torso is stretched with an 
upward-lifting motion, while the feet 
remain mostly grounded. This leaves 
a person feeling somewhere between 
being taller than the Jolly Green Giant 
and heavier than Oprah in her most 
recent state. Thanks, pal. 
Another favorite of ours is The One-
Armed Sling: You want to act cool and 
aloof, so you think to yourself, "Look 
at me, one arm instead of two equals 
the epitome of casual." As you hug your 
victim sideways with one arm, you end 
up turning your face in the complete 
opposite direction of them because 
that's the way your body goes. You 
feel your hug partner's body language 
indicate a "where'd she go?" type of 
movement. Diss. The huggee sadly feels 
like a tool. 
There's also the Joust, in which one 
person is under the impression that 
they are going in for a handshake while 
the other believes it's time for a hug. 
The result? An awkward stab to the 
midsection. 
And then there's always The Magic 
Lamp, in which there is far too much 
rubbing accompanying a hug. We have 
often encountered this one at parties 
where multiple creepy men are present. 
When a hug should be thought of as a 
warm and fuzzy venture, it's oftentimes 
not as easy as one might think. We wish 
you luck, fellow huggers and huggees 
alike—may you never stumble upon 
these inconvenient embraces in your 
near future. 
We Need Less Crappy Music 
Andrew Leong 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
^Prink my beer and smoke my weed / 
My good friends is all I need," says Asher 
Roth in his extremely popular song, "I 
Love College." Throughout the song are 
little tidbits of divine advice, such as, 
"When it comes to condoms, put two 
on" or "Time isn't wasted when you're 
getting wasted." 
When you think about it, the 
"profound" advice that Roth brings elicits 
a stereotyped and negative view towards 
the college life by placing importance on 
drinking and partying. Perhaps we can 
find substance in another song. 
"But I'm king of the club /And I'm 
wearin' the crown / Poppin' these botdes 
/ Touchin these models / Watchin' they 
asses go down down," says Flo-Rida in his 
currendy popular song, "Right Round." 
When Flo-Rida isn't rapping about 
girls getting low, he is...rapping about 
female arses descending closer to the 
ground. Seriously, how the hell did this 
guy make it? It never ceases to amaze me. 
How about another deep musical artist? 
"You'll never have to be alone / I love 
you and that's all I really know / I talked 
to your dad, go pick out a white dress / 
It's a love story, baby just say yes," says 
Taylor Swift. 
Swift must have thought that using 
the white dress was the most poetic 
thing that she has ever done. She is using 
her girly good looks and Disney princess 
image to her advantage, with her musical 
popularity at an all-time high. 
But what is with this sudden 
infatuation with all things trivial? Why 
aren't songs bringing light to pressing 
social issues, current events, and overall 
problems in this decaying world? 
Because people look to music to forget, 
to not worry, to find solace within their 
lives. 
Since the melodies and music itself 
elicit thoughts of carefree-ness and 
light-heartedness, it isn't too surprising 
that the artists made sugar-coated happy 
happy joy joy lyrics that would please the 
majority. 
"I think that a lot of mainstream 
music has lost the passion that once 
accompanied making music, and that it 
has become more about making money," 
said freshman, Jose Cordova. "But there 
are still mainstream artists out there who 
are passionate about their music. It's not 
all black and white." 
However, there are some truly 
passionate and revolutionary artists that 
have performed on a larger scale and 
deserve their merit, such as Radiohead, 
Alanis Morisette, We Are Scientists, 
and countless others. For example, 
Radiohead's song, "Fake Plastic Trees," is 
about the reality of human relationships 
and how there are too many expectations 
for outer beauty, and not enough for 
inner beauty. 
Sophomore, Tony Naputi, thinks, "It's 
cool where mainstream is right now. But 
I might get tired after the seventh or so 
dance anthem from a couple of artists." 
Okay, so I guess society isn't looking 
for anything too deep or poetic when 
listening to tunes. But should we always 
hide in the shade of oblivion that is 
mainstream music? Maybe that's all we 
want—to not care, to forget what's going 
on in the world, to just have ourselves a 
good time like it's nothing at all. Nothing 
at all. 
Erica Gilbert 
Pacifican Staff Writer Should there be Military Recruitment on Campus ? 
As someone whose friend's body is deteriorating 
due to an accident in Iraq, and another friend 
possibly on the way to war, I have many personal 
opinions about anything military-related. 
Pacific's Career Faire on Mar. 19 provided students 
with an abundance of different career paths. One 
of the choices was the United States Marine Corps. 
Since federally-funded schools are supported by the 
government, they must support the government in 
return by allowing military recruitment on their 
campuses. Because Pacific is a private institution, we're 
not funded by the government. 
While the USMC is definitely a career choice for 
Pacific students upon graduation, the question remains: 
Should the Marine Corps have been at the Career Faire 
when Pacific is not a governmentally-funded school? 
1993 was the beginning of Bill Clinton's run as 
President of the United States. According to "Lesbians 
and Gay Men in the U.S. Military: Historical 
Background," an article from UC Davis's psychology 
department, towards the beginning of his presidency he 
began the Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy for the military. 
This policy has been enforced to this day. It was 
created because of laws established in the 1980s, when 
homosexuals were banned from serving in the United 
States military. With the Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy, 
homosexuals can join the military as long as they don't 
reveal their sexual orientation. If it leaks that someone is 
homosexual, thatpersonmaybekickedoutofthemilitary. 
According to AccessMyLibrary.com, some college 
campuses have objected to this policy, and therefore, 
to military recruitment on their campuses. This led 
to the 2006 Supreme Court ruling that, "federally-
funded schools must allow military recruiters on 
campus" in order to ensure that the military can 
continue to recruit, despite objections to the Don't 
Ask, Don't Tell policy. Plus, it's a way for these schools 
to give back to the government for funding them. 
Dr. Cynthia Dobbs, Assistant Dean of the College 
of the Pacific, and English professor, doesn't see the 
USMC at the Career Faire as a bad thing. 
"The USMC is a viable job option for many people. 
However, as someone who's been against the war in Iraq 
from day one, I'm concerned that Pacific students may be 
headed there," said Dobbs. "Despite my personal feelings 
on the war, I do believe that students have a right to all 
the information out there and trust that they're educated 
enough to make the best decisions for themselves." 
Dobbs mentioned that in future Pacific Career Faires, she 
wouldlike to see the Peace Corps right next to the military. 
Devon Filo, freshman, takes the opposite view of 
Dobbs. "I think that military recruitment shouldn't 
be allowed on campus because many people don't 
realize what they're getting into. A lot of the 
recruiters make it sound better than it really is." 
Ignoring the bias I have because of my friends in 
the war, I oppose having military recruitment on 
campus because I have been against the war in Iraq 
since it began. I'm also strongly against the Don't 
Ask, Don't Tell policy. Why should someone's sexual 
orientation get in the way of a job prospect, especially 
if that job is serving their country? If someone loves 
the U.S. enough to sacrifice their life for our safety, 
it shouldn't matter if they're part of the LGBTQ 
(Lesbian, Gay, Bi, Trans, Questioning) community. 
The cons of military recruitment on campus? Well, 
because the Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy comes with all 
U.S. military recruitment, by simply allowing the USMC 
to recruit on campus, Pacific subtly seems to condone 
this policy. Why support a rule that falls under an un-
American lifestyle? If we're supposed to be the country 
of liberty and justice for all, we shouldn t discriminate 
against LGBTQ Americans, especially in this way. 
The pros of military recruitment on campus? With 
the economy the way it is, it's good for Pacific students to 
see all the options available after graduation. Plus, being 
in the military is one of the more respected ways to not 
only serve one's country, but to help other people abroad. 
In the end, Pacific students must decide for 
themselves. If we want to join the Marine Corps, the 
National Guard, or any other branch, we have the 
knowledge and resources to do so. I wish the best ot 
luck to those who do decide to join a branch of service 
to our country, and I hope you return home safely. 
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Ally Mengarelli 
Pacifican Staff Writer f AIG was given $170 billion in bailout >ney since its near collapse in September, iccordingto The New York Times. Instead of spending this money responsibly, the company gave it to its to employees in guise of "retention payments." Seriously? A fifth grader can see that this is the same thing as giving out bonuses. It's the same practice, only it's worded differently. Tomato, 
tom-ah-to, it's all the same. 
Apparently, AIG thinks they're above the law. They've found a creative way to 
articulate their motives; instead of admitting to giving bonuses to already well-paid 
execs, they say they are giving large amounts of money to them in hopes that they will 
stay with the company. 
This is ridiculous, considering the bonuses were given to CEOs who already jumped 
ship. Furthermore, tens of thousands of people working in Wall Street financial firms 
are being laid off daily. Why are these people any different ? AIG can't possibly be 
worried about retaining employees in a disnntegrating economy. There are plenty of 
people out there who have been laid off" and are looking for any work—it's not as if 
there's a shortage of possible employees, is there? 
To out there further reward these CEOs with large bonuses—excuse me, I meant, 
retention payments;—for completely messing up in the first place is ludicrous! 
Instead of responsibly spending the money by paying back the taxpayers they owe 
or helping customers who were given bad loans, the government is creating a system of 
entitlement. Tliey are exploiting capitalism by displaying the woes and issues that its 
critiqued for. 
It s an embarrassment to our means of governance and if AIG really believes it is giving 
such "retention payments" in hopes to bribe such employees to stay, they must have 
realized it isn't working because many CEOs have quit after receiving the bonuses. 
The fact is that we're in a worsening recession. Money doesn't come easily. So, instead 
of giving the money to the people who contributed to die downfall, why not invest the 
money into programs that will mend the company's already corrupt practices? 
Instead of rewarding these CEOs who caused the mess, they should fire them and 
hire individuals who will actually help customers and create a better reputation among 
the company. Of course, this would mean that they would actually be benefiting society 
by implementing jobs, which might appear trivial to them: after all, why help others 
when diey could he giving more money to themselves? 
What they are doing is horrendous. They feel that because they have copious amounts 
of money, they are above the law. How can our economy be mended if such malevolent 
practices are still going on? 
The tax code needs to be re-written to erase such bonuses being given. We can't let 





American Internarional Group 
has recently been heavily criticized 
by the media and public because 
of the federal funds it has received 
from the "bailout" package. Secretary of State, Timothy 
Geithner, has been further criticized largely due ro his 
awareness of a secret $170 million bonus package many of 
rhe top AIG executives received, as a result of being financially bailed out by 
American taxpayers, said RealCiearPolitics.com. 
Americans are disgusted about what they have witnessed already in this 
administration—and that is the lack of accountability and responsibility. 
It is not America's job to bail out an insurance company. Private industry 
is named private for a reason. Real Clear Politics also asks great questions 
concerning the use of the federal money—"What's more, AIG is acting 
as a conduit for taxpayer money that is being sent ro dozens of derivative 
counterparties, including foreign banks and American banks like Goldman 
Sachs, if we're going to bail out all these other firms, why not bail them out in 
full taxpayer view ? Why is the money being laundered furtively through AICT ? 
And where exactly is the end game for AIG ? How are the taxpayers going to be 
repaid?" 
It is absolutely ridiculous to see who these funds are paying. Ultimately, the 
administration and law makers on Capitol Hill will have to answer these tough 
questions." 
Corporate America does not need bailouts by the American people. When 
an industry fails, the industry must liquidate and fail—it is not a pending 
government financial aid transaction. It is bad enough this company has done 
a lot of sketchy business. 
According to The Wall Street Journal, "Members of Congress have asked 
federal authorities for confidential reports prepared by a lawyer charged with 
monitoring AIG's business practices over rhe past four years, according to 
people familiar with the matter. The request, dated Monday, expands the scope 
of the congressional investigation into AIG's collapse. The request was made by 
the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform in letters sent 
to both the Justice Department and the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
The letters ask that the reports be delivered to Congress by Wednesday." 
In summary, the United States government needs to stay out of privare 
industry. The government is not efficient and has historically never been able to 
balance their own budget, so why should we trust them to balance budgets of 
corporations? They need to stay out and fix their own internal problems before 
deciding to use our money for their little political play practices. 
2009 Senior Class Gift: What are you waiting for? 
Why should I make a Senior Class Gift? 
Your senior class gift of $20.09 to the Pacific Fund will enable undergraduate students, graduate 
students and faculty to pursue research initiatives, hands-on learning, academic innovation, 
muitidisciplinary collaborations and travel opportunities. Be a part of this groundbreaking 
tradition! Help us support our faculty, strengthen our programs and prepare our fellow students 
to be tomorrow's leaders. 
What is the time-capsule? 
The Class of 2009 is starting a new tradition at Pacific. The Alex and 3eri Vereschagirs Alumni House is scheduled to break ground 
soon. The Class of 2009 will be the first graduating class, in the history of Pacific, to have a time capsule buried on campus. In the time 
capsule will be mementos of the school year and a video starring all the students who have made their senior class gift. The stepping 
stone above the time-capsule will read "Class of 2009 Senior Gift' and will indicate the total amount of monies raised by the class of 
2009. 
Tell me more about this senior video! 
The senior class video event is going to be awesome! On Tuesday, May 5th, 11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m., the DeRosa Center Ballroom is going 
to be transformed into a fun playhouse. There will be music, live-video streaming, costumes, stage props, and refreshments. Every 
student that has made their Senior Class Gift can come In, sit in front of the camera and give their 'shout-outs' to Pacific, family, and 
friends. Have fun with your 20 seconds in front of the camera. You can wear costumes, do it as team, group, or even as a couple. Feel 
free to dress-up or dress-down for the event. Again, it's about having fun, while acknowledging your opportunities and accomplishments 
at Pacific. You'll also receive a nice parting gift from the Pacific Fund when you complete your video. Then, at 9:00 p.m., Pacific Fund will 
host an outdoor movie on the DeRosa Center lawn. Aii students are invited to attend. This event is free! 
How do X make my Senior Class Gift? 
• Online at 
• By phone at (209) 946-2780 
Hand Hall, 2nd Floor, Room 220, Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Senior Celebration on Tuesday, May 5th, at the DeRosa Center » A4 
Cash, checks, and all credit cards will be accepted at the above events 
jg|Afoi» must make your gift by Aarif 10th to have your name listed in the 2009 
Commencement Program 
For more information, call the Pacific Fund Office at 946-2780 or contact Kate Hutchinson '09, chair of the Senior .Class Gift Committee, 
via email at seniors@pacific.edu or through Facebook. Also, feel free to stop by the Pacific Fund Office anytime to make your gift. 
Hand Hail, Room 220, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
; » i 
i # I 
Total raised so far by 
the Class of 2009 is 
$1,752 
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Over 30 Locations To Serve You. www.OnoBBQ.com 
During the month of April, Valley Brew will be featuring $6 pitchers of 
THUNDER ALE everyday of the week, while supplies last. 
WEEKLY WEDNESDAY 
FOOD SPECIALS!! 
April 1 - Mexican Buffet 
April 8 - Pasta Bar 
April 15 - Burger Bar 
April 22 - Pizza & Salad Bar 
April 29 - Mexican Buffet 
May 6- Pasta Bar 
May 13-Burger Bar 
May 20 - Pizza & Salad Bar 
157 W. ADAMS STREET 
STOCKTON, CA 95204 
PHONE: (209) 464-2739 
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3.99 Rice Plates 
Chicken Adobo 
TapEx Crispy Chicken 
Fried Calamari, 
Spam & Eggs, 
Chinese Sausag 
prices 
Gift Certificates Available 
5756 Pacific Ave, Stockton 
(Next to Saigon Say and the Creamery) 
209.954.1555 
www.myspace.com/stocktontapex 
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Alternative Spring Break in Mexico 
Ariana Crisafulli 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
A time is beginning to dawn where we need to think 
about how our choices are affecting the environment. 
Over spring break, I went to a country with the group 
Alternative Spring Break, whose people seem to be in 
do manual labor any more. These people do 
this work every day for most of their hves-
By the end of the week, we were all exhausted. We 
piled into the huge red van for the last time to make 
our way to Mexico City Airport. But in the van that 
night, there was something that filled the atmosphere 
that wasn't there when we had first piled expectantly 
inside, eagerly awaiting our new experience. It was a 
sense of pride and confidence that we could work our 
encouraging people to return to indigenous farming 
techniques to help rescue the land. First, they planted 
trees to hold down the topsoil. They also dug contour 
ditches to catch the rainfall and recharge the aquifer, 
or water table. Over the years, this process has made 
the hillsides bloom with greenery, and have noticed 
lt r ti  ri  r , s  l  s  t  e i  the aquifer recharge. The amount of arable land has r— ~ ,7 , T m„n cuere we 
the midst of an agricultural and ecological revolution: increased to upwards of 80 percent and there has been hardestt to. achieve s^axes 
w -rn a 100 percent increase in spring water levels. were, m the middle of Mexico, swing g p 
We arrived in Mexico City l.r. Saturday night, Our work specifically focused on the need to create 
March 7and me. up with Ina, one of our supervisors, awareness for the biodiversity of crops. What we did washing our h^Ly and 
Though we were tired we were happy to be in Mexico, was build an exhibit for the different varieties of corn, s pping s ow , 8 d^finirelv not a 
^d to hwe adinner of authentic Ndodcanfoodfor on,y The buildingwas very unique because of wha, we bud. 
two American dollars. We caught a bus into Cholula, "outo^mud^ ^ ^ ^ ̂  where you look back and say «Wow, look what 
everything they did, they always had conservation on I did. 
their minds. For example, though our 
Puebla and crashed in our bunk beds after a long and 
exhausting day of travel. 
Our effort there had to do with the work of Jesus 
Leon Santos, cofounder of CEDICAM, which in 
English translates to the Center for Integral Small 
Farmer Development in the Mixteca. Jesus Leon Santos 
has been heading a program to restore vasdy eroded 
land into arable, usable land. Before Jesus began this 
program, about 83 percent of the land was considered 
to be eroded, leaving only 25 to 30 percent of the land 
available for farming. 
Mixteca regions staple crop, corn, has been 
affected by the NAFTA (North American Free Trade 
Association) agreement. In the 1980s, small farmers 
started using North American chemical intensive corn 
seed that required pesticides. Since then, farmers have 
been watching their yield decline, and the soil become 
depleted. Eventually, through the NAFTA agreement 
and U.S. corn subsidies, the price of corn began to fall 
and the farmers found they could no longer afford the 
pesticides used to spray the corn. Inadequate finances 
and a lack of arable land forced the farmers to migrate 
elsewhere because they could no longer make a living. 
To address these problems, CEDICAM has been 
hands and feet were caked with mud, 
continuously washing our hands in the 
sink throughout the day was not an 
option because it wasted too much water. 
Instead, we used and reused a big bucket 
of water all day. By the end of the day it 
looked more like mud than water and 
we joked with the CEDICAM workers, 
calling it "agua de pies" or feet water. 
Their response was "Mmm, delicioso! 
I think we all noticed and revered the 
peoples' hard work. One of the group 
members, Angela Alfonzo, spoke for 
all of us when she said, "I didn t realize 
what hard work was until I saw how 
devoted and passionate they were about 
their work." And it was true. We only 
had to do the work for four days, always 
with the knowledge that we would be 
returning home to long showers and 




Steak & Fries 
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Visit us af 
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Pacifican Staff Writer 
Typically, most people will associate Jewish holidays with 
Channukah. Channukah is the most widely known holiday in the 
Jewish calendar around the western world, mainly because it is 
celebrated around the same time of year as Christmas. Nevertheless, 
contrary to popular belief, Channukah is one of the least important 
Jewish holidays of the year. The three biggest holidays of the Jewish 
calendar year fall in autumn and spring: Rosh Hashanah, Yom 
Kippur, and Passover. 
Around late March and the beginning of April, members of the 
Jewish community can be seen in grocery stores buying unleavened 
bread, macaroons, wine, and other foods for the feast celebrating 
their freedom out of Egypt, or Passover. Passover tells the story of 
the Jews in Egypt, how they were enslaved under Pharaoh s rule, and 
how Moses eventually brought them to freedom. A celebration of 
family, freedom, and feasting commemorates the occasion even 
year. While the general mood of the feast, or seder, is light-hearted, 
the Jewish people remember that when they escaped Egypt, God 
ended up killing many Egyptians. Remembering those who died for 
their slavery, and inviting all who are hungry, come and eat!, the 
Passover seder is a much anticipated gathering each year. 
Beginning the evening of Wednesday, April 8th, this years' 
Passover seder (feast) falls at an inconvenient time for students 
who would like to spend the holiday with their families, as seders 
are on the first and second nights of Passover only. Luckily, Hilkl 
is bringing together the Jewish community at Pacific for a Passover 
Seder all their own. Sarah Howard, a board member of HillcL 
says that "Hillel is having a short, fun Passover Seder with just the 
essentials and a wonderful dinner." for the second night of the 
holiday, Thursday, April 9. The seder will be held from 6-9 PMin 
the Spruce Room. 
Lauren Bendik, a Pacific student who attended a Jewish high 
school before attending Pacific says that her experience with 
Passover is very different this year. "School-wise, it would always 
(purposefully) coincide with Spring Break. Family-wise, the Sedeo 
have brought my whole family together. When I go to my cousin's 
they perform a little play that reenacts the plagues put on the 
Egyptians, for the purpose of convincing Pharoah to let the Jens 
go." This year, she prepared ahead of time for Passover by buying all 
her food during spring break a month ago, as during the 7 days of 
Passover, Jews are not allowed to eat leavened bread. 
About Passover in general, Sarah Howard states, "For me growing 
up, Passover was a time for Family and friends to get together an 
spend time together. One special thing we did each year was invite 
someone that was not Jewish or did not usually celebrate Passover s 
they could experience it too. 
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Andy Lee 
?acifican Staff Writer restaurant review 
Romano's Macaroni Grill, located 
:n 5420 Pacific Ave, at Sherwood Mall, offers a 
r.iinstream taste of Italian food, for those who are 
adding tight to their wallets. 
Macaroni Grill runs a fairly large menu that ranges 
fiom Crab-Stulfed Mushrooms to pizzas. They also 
offer pasta, salad, soups, grill items, desserts, a Kid's 
Menu, and a special "Chef Inspirations" series. 
It is not unusual to find the restaurant busy on 
weekends, and on the usual Friday night, it was 
packed. However don't believe the wait time they 
offer. We were told there was an hour wait time, yet 
we ended up only waiting a litde less than half an 
hour. 
The atmosphere is very beautiful and dimly lit for 
that special romantic feel. Fresh baked bread and 
olive oil offered as the meals are being cooked. 
The most attractive item on the menus is actually 
located on a litde sheaf placed within the menu: the 
Chef's Trio. For $11-12, one can select an entree 
from a series of dishes along with a salad and a 
choice of desserts. I chose the Layered Lasagna, and 
my companions chose items such as Spaghetti and 
Romano's Macaroni Grill 
Meatballs, and Fettuccini Alfredo. For sides, I opted 
for the Caesar Salad and a slice of Chocolate Cake. 
The salad was good, but wasn't extremely special 
or notable. The lasagna, featuring a good amount of 
pasta sauce, was fairly good. However, the portion 
wasn't very large, but Chef's Trio portions are usually 
smaller. However, the portion sizes for spaghetti and 
fettuccini alfredo were not as small. The Spaghetti 
and Meatball came with four large meatballs along 
with a good amount of pasta sauce. The chocolate 
cake, a slice of normal chocolate cake drizzled with 
warm fudge sauce and whipped cream on the side, 
was highly anticipated. Overall, it was a charming 
conclusion to our meal. 
The verdict: While Macaroni Grill offers a 
fairly wide menu, its dishes are fairly mainstream 
and slightly expensive for what they offer, still, the 
decorative atmosphere perfect for conversations or 
romantic dates, and the restroom that teaches you to 
speak Italian is certainly quirky fun. Fresco! 
Has Easter Become a Commercial Holiday? 
Ophelia Turner 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
It's the time of year when fluffy bunnies and 
pastel-colored eggs are strewn about all the stores in 
honor of the Easter holiday. This year, Easter falls on 
Sunday, April 12. 
Easter does have a religious history, but like other 
holidays nowadays it has become an increasingly 
commercial celebration, with big stores and brands 
cashing in on the idea of Easter Bunnies and toys. 
Easter celebrates Christ resurrected from his death 
three days prior on Good Friday. As for the reason 
behind Easter eggs, they used to be forbidden during 
Lent, so they were brought out on Easter to rejoice. 
The eggs symbolize a new creation of humanity, a 
sort of rebirth. The Easter bunny is a pagan symbol 
that represents fertility. At church, there is usually an 
Easter procession around the outside of the church. 
A large feast is held on Easter Sunday celebrating the 
end of Lent and the resurrection of Christ. 
baumanfarms.com 
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Some people still go to church and have a nice 
dinner afterwards, and others have Easter egg hunts 
in their backyard, with colored eggs and presents for 
children to find. As college students, we generally 
don't participate in Easter egg hunts, but maybe 
some spend time with family and friends. 
Freshman Andrew Leong : "A lot of people here 
are Christian, so Easter is of course going to be a 
big deal. People are trying to sell Christianity with 
colored eggs and bunnies; it doesn't make sense. 
They should keep it traditional." 
Freshman Alanna Gallaty: "Most people don't 
bother to learn the history anymore. It's quite 
hilarious actually. The Christians took over a Pagan 
tradition, (which they hated) and couldn't shake off 
Pagan symbolism, i.e. the rabbit and the egg." 
Freshman Devon Filo: "Easter is becoming too 
commercialized and it is taking 
away from the true meaning of 
the holiday." 
Sophomore Tony Naputi: 
"Easter's commercialism isn't as 
big as Valentine's day, even though 
[Easter] has more meanings, 
which I find kind of funny" 
Junior Shaun Callahan: "It's 
pagan anyways, and I'm not a 
Christian. But hey, the economy 




8 AM- 9 PM 
a la vogue Jessica Kawilarang Pacifican Staff Writer 
One of the most overlooked topics in fashion columns 
would have to be underwear. The fact of the matter is 
that your underwear could make or break an outfit. I 
understand that "undies" are often designed boldly with 
colors, words, and even rhinestones, and honesdy, those 
can give you an extra perk. Still, the whole world does not 
need to know what cute undies you're sporting today! 
First of all, there's a common misconception when it 
comes to choosing underwear colors. Typically, I grew 
up with believing that with anything sheer, choose black 
undergarments. Although this advice is sometimes sound, 
more often, especially with sheer white cloth, the black 
will show through. Ladies, at least one pair of perfecdy 
skin-tone underwear is a staple to have! We think we 
could get away with showing a bit, but it can definitely be 
an unflattering, and not to mention, self-conscious aspect 
you're adding to your outfit. 
Second, take the effort to find underwear that correcdy 
fits you. This may seem extremely redundant, but good 
fitting underwear can make a big difference! Rather than 
be hopeful that you're actually a smaller size than you 
actually are, be practical and wear something comfortable. 
The two main areas to check are the "bottom" area and 
waist. Be weary of underwear with thick elastic bands 
on the waist and legs, since those tend to cause unwanted 
panty lines. Especially with low rise bottoms and thin-
cotton, "flowy" dresses, wearing underwear that is too 
tight on the waist can accentuate the "love-handles" we 
love to hate. 
For those who opt for thongs to avoid panty lines, 
also make sure the fit is also correct, and that they're not 
too tight, or too loose. It's the worst thing when you're 
wearing a thong to avoid showing your underwear and 
it ends up that the whole world can see you're wearing 
a thong—talk about poindess. To put it simply, some 
clothing items are simply too sheer or thin to be able to 
wear any type of underwear without showing it; in this 
case, just save yourself the trouble and don't buy it, or 
wear it in public! For example, thin, light pink leggings 
simply should not be worn as pants. 
Nevertheless, the one ultimate thing to avoid: having 
your thong revealed while wearing low-rise pants. Just 
because Britney did it, it does not mean you should too. 
Just a word of advice, ALWAYS be cautious of sitting 
down or bending over while wearing those bottoms. 
It's unflattering however way you view it—this is just a 
friendly reminder to keep that in check! 
One of the best products to use when you need to fit 
into anything fitted, whether it be a dress or even jeans 
and a fitted top is Spanx, a brand of underwear that hides 
panty lines, and "shape you." The tight, extremely high-
rise waist length gives your stomach area a smoother 
appearance while wearing anything fitted, and even 
avoiding "love handles" all the more while wearing jeans. 
For the guys: it may be true that boxer prints can be a 
statement all in itself, but like it is for the ladies, don t flaunt 
it. For example, I'm all for a little bit of sag with jeans, 
but please, NEVER do when in formal dress, contrary to 
what "fashion experts" will say. A little bit never hurts, 
but just make sure your boxer shorts aren t parachuting 
out of them, especially if you're wearing a shorter fitted 
tee. After asking several guys about any rules they stick 
to when going boxers vs. briefs, a few claim: always stick 
to briefs when wearing formal slacks, while others say 
otherwise. Sophomore Josh Espejo says, Okay, my rule 
of thumb: no briefs allowed... sports, maybe, but for the 
most part, no! I say, comfort first." Nevertheless, the one 
thing they all agreed upon? Briefs are definitely preferred 
when playing sports. Take it or leave it. 
In all, if there's one thing to remember when choosing 
underwear: they were made to be hidden and enhance 
the way your clothes fit, not the other way around! 
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Taking Nothing For Granted 
Athlete Profile: Briana Santos 
K i m  K e v a w a  
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Pacific's softball team is in the heart of their season 
and ready for the tough competition ahead. One player 
that isn't taking any game for granted is senior first 
baseman, Briana Santos. Santos is from Orange County 
and has been playing softball since she was eight years 
old. Originally a pitcher, she 
finished her freshman year 
by being named "Big West 
Freshman Pitcher of the 
Year." However, shoulder 
surgeries in the last two fall 
seasons forced her to learn a 
new position off the mound. 
"My softball experience 
has been up and down. I've 
had to struggle with injuries 
but they have made me 
stronger mentally, as well as 
a stronger teammate," Santos 
said. "When a teammate is 
hurt I'm someone they can 
relate with and talk to." 
The softball team as a 
whole seems provides great 
support for one another. According to Santos their Public Relations, and is receiving a minor in Busine 
team chemistry and work ethic has improved from last Management. In the future, she opes to ecom 
year. "Everyone gets along really well," Santos said. This wedding planner. 
' As for now, 
* *•* 
is important, because these girls are constandy 
competing against each other. Santos said each day at 
practice everyone is batding for a position; No spot is 
set in stone. 
The competitive nature between these girls is good 
practice for the strong opponents they face in 
their conference. The Big West Conference 
includes Cal State Fullerton, UC Davis, UC 
Santa Barbara, Cal Poly, Cal State North 
Ridge and UC Riverside, all of whom Santos 
said are equally threatening. "There really 
isn't one dominate team this year. Our whole 
conference has the same amount of talent; 
each game can go either way," Santos said. 
There are still many games left in her 
senior season before Santos decides to 
retire her glove and cleats. Originally, she 
wanted to continue playing competitively 
after college but her injuries veered her into 
a different direction. She plans on being 
the undergraduate assistant next year for 
the team and will offer hitting lessons when 
she returns back home. Santos is currently 
a Communication major, emphasizing in 
pacifictigers.com 
Santos and her 
teammates are 
working hard 
each day in 
order to have 
a successful 
w i n n i n g  
season. One 
thing is for 
sure, expect 






taught me to 
work harder. 
Now that I'm 
healthy, I've 
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Baseball Holds on to 
Second Place in Big West 
Vanessa Connolly 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Athletic Training 
Tip of the Week 
Exercise-Induced Asthma 
Exercise-induced asthma (EIA) is a condition of 
respiratory difficulty that is triggered by aerobic exercise 
and lasts several minutes. It is more common than asthma 
and usually affects 30-35% of the people who have asthma, 
and at least 15% of the population who don't have asthma. 
EIA is triggered by cold or dry air that irritates the lining 
of the airways tubes (bronchi) in the lungs. The signs and 
symptoms of EI A include those that are similar to asthmatics 
such as, shortness of breath (dsypnea), tight chest, cyanosis 
(blue coloration of skin due to lack of oxygen), syncope 
(faint; "black out"), nausea, and coughing. 
So how can you tell if you have EIA or if you are just 
experiencing symptoms of being out of shape? Individuals 
with EIA experience symptoms mentioned above that 
eventually worsen as they continue to work out. These 
symptoms appear every time you work out, even when 
you are in shape. On the other hand, if you have just 
started working out after being inactive for a while, and 
you experience these symptoms and they go away as you 
continue to exercise regularly, then you probably don't have 
EIA. The best way to be for sure if you have EIA is to go to 
your physician and get checked out. Once diagnosed with 
EIA, physicians will probably prescribe you with an inhaler 
to help control your symptoms. 
The best way to manage EIA is to warm up for about 10-
15 minutes and take your prescribed medications before 
you engage in your full exercise regimen. Remember, don't 
let EIA stop you from exercising or being active, continue 
to have fun and learn to control your symptoms. 
After close first and second games of the series, Pacific rallied to win 13-3 in the 
series finale against UC Santa Barbara on Sunday, April 5. During the third game, 
the Tigers hit five homeruns, the most in a single game since 2005. The Tigers are 
now 4-2 in the conference play, hanging on to their second place position. 
Series Recap: 
Game One (Tigers 8, Gauchos 9) 
The Tigers came close to remaining undefeated in the conference after a fourth 
inning rally. Down by seven, junior Ben Gorang hit a single to send sophomore 
Brian Martin home and load the bases. Sophomore Nick Longmire hit a homerun 
to center field, clearing the bases and closing the gap to 7-5. Senior pitcher Joey 
Centanni held off the Gauchos, allowing no runs in the third and fourth innings. 
During the bottom of the ninth, the Tigers were down by two after two scoreless 
innings from both teams. Brian Martin launched a solo home run, bringing it to a 
one-run difference. The Tigers lost 9-8. 
Game Two (Tigers 6, Gauchos 9) 
The Tigers started off the game with a triple by Longmire, who scored on a 
sacrifice fly by Centanni. Senior Cole Akins prevented the Gauchos from scoring 
until the top of the third, surrendering one hit and one run. The Tigers were able to 
take the lead in the sixth after sophomore J.B. Brown scored off single by senior Kurt 
Videman. Brown also hit a double in the ninth inning, scoring Longmire; this was 
the Tigers' final run of the game. 
Game Three (Tigers 13, Gauchos 3) 
With junior pitcher Hunter Carnevale allowing just one hit and two runs over 
Katrina Spenst/The Pacifican 
seven innings, the Tigers were able 
to recover from the first two games 
and win the final game. Longmire 
opened the game with a homerun and 
Wideman did the same in the second 
inning. Longmire followed that by 
hitting another home run During the 
sixth inning, Brown hit an inside the 
park homerun. The Gauchos trailed 
13-2 during the bottom of the ninth 
and were only able to recover with one 
score to end the game 13-3. 
DeSean's Sports 
anrp Martin 
- 3 c ifican Staff Writer 
This article is dedicated to 
Daniel Ray a.k.a. the Robin 
Hood of Pacific 
Update 
in the morning driving down the 
405 in his Rolls Royce. Arrested 
after failing numerous drug tests, 
Randolph spent the night in the 
drunk tank. 
NFL 
Dan Leone, the seasonal 
;mplovee who was fired for 
criticizing the Philadelphia 
Eagles for letting defensive 
back Brian Dawkins leave via 
aiency, won't miss the game 
when the Broncos play the 
Eagles in Philly. Dawkins 
is giving his Denver visiting 
player ticket allotment to Leone for the contest 
in Philly. Well-played Brian Dawkins. 
You would think new Chicago Bears 
quarterback Jay Cutler would be smiles and 
laughs after getting his wish granted to be traded 
from the Denver Broncos, but instead he looks 
like he is posing for a mug shot. Cutler looks 
sadder than Harold when he found out Kumar is 
leaving and going to the White House. 
MLB 
The $161 million dollar man did not produce 
in his first outing. New York Yankee pitcher C.C. 
Sabathia got lit up in 4 innings giving up 6 earned 
and 8 runs while not throwing one strikeout. I 
sorry to say it, but even Darrell Rasner could do 
that. 
NBA 
How do you celebrate a loss to your cross-
town rival? A DUI. Los Angeles Clippers 
Forward Zack Randolph was pulled over at 2:30 
College BB 
Sorry for all you Arizona fans, 
the big three are leaving: Guard Nic 
Wise, forward Chase Budinger, 
and Center Jordan Hill. Best 
wishes to new coach Sean Miller, 
things could be worse; you could 
be going pre-maturely balding at 
courant.com *-he rip age of 20. 
Final Four: 
Connecticut vs. Michigan State: I don't know 
how Jim Calhoun went to sleep after being beat 
by the Spartans with the talent he had. All I 
can recommend is Tylenol PM and four-fingers 
of Glenlivet, but tomorrow morning you are 
still going to have to deal with the Nate Miles 
situation. 
North Carolina vs. Villanova: Nova could 
have possibly beat the Tar Heels by moving the 
ball around, setting screens and getting open 
shots. Instead, the Wildcats did not want to 
make it easy on themselves and preferred to 
dribble the ball for 4 seconds and take a shot 
with Ty Lawson so close he knows things their 
proctologists don't. That's why Nova went 5-of-
27 from three-point land. 
Championship Game: 
For the record, I did not watch the game, but 
A-Train told me it was a blowout. This just leads 
me to the questions: was UNC really that good or 
was its competition inferior? 
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Tigers Salvage Eighth Place at Cowboy Classic 
Van Sicklen's 66 Pushes Pacific At Talking Stick 
Athletic Media Relations 
Digging the hole is easy; finding your way out is a little tougher. And so it went for the Pacific golf team in 
their final tournament before the Big West Conference Championship. After spotting the 20-team field 19 
shots during the first round at Talking Stick Golf Club the Tigers stormed back yesterday to shot the lowest 
team score in the programs' history. Tuesday was somewhere in-between for the Goethals' team as a final-
round 289 gave the Tigers an eighth place finish in the Cowboy Classic. 
As he'd done for most of his sophomore season it was once again TJ Bordeaux leading the charge as 
he played to a 73-68-73 for the tournament. Senior Charlie Van Sicklen, playing his last regular-season 
tournament went out on a high note, getting himself in the record books with a second round 66 and tying 
Bordeaux for 27th place individually. 
Patrick Kucich played steady golf, shooting one-over, two-over and three-over at the par 70 course. Arizona 
natives Alex Johnson and Robert Perrott struggled mightily over the two-day tournament, with Johnson 
turning in a better second round score of 68 but Perrott finishing in 104th place. 
Extremely warm temperatures and high winds made the going difficult for the field that had swollen to more than 23-teams. Players, normally 
accustomed to 4 /2 or 5 hour rounds didn't finish the final round until Tuesday afternoon at 3:00, well over a six hour round. 
Big West rival UC Davis closed out the tournament with a final round 267, besting the next best team by 16 strokes. The Tigers must upset the 
Aggies next week in the Big West Championship to move on to Regionals at the end of the month. 
Young Team Starting to Come Together 
"Of course I'm pleased to see us bounce back yesterday afternoon... but that's how you're supposed to play 
golf put here," said head coach Brandon Goethals. "We dug ourselves such a huge hole that it was hard to 
climb out and make any noise on the leaderboard. If we keep it together and shoot 10 over we're right in the 
do." 
paciflctigers.com 
game; but 19-over... that's hard to 
Kelly Volkar 
P a cifican Staff Writer 
The Pacific women's water polo 
team played against Long Beach State 
at the Kjeldsen Pool on Saturday, 
April 4. Pacific started off strong, 
with sophomore Dara Tawarahara 
scoring two goals in the first 
quarter using strong offensive 
maneuvers. By the end of the 
first quarter, Pacific was up 2-1. 
"We came_ ready to play," said 
head coach Megan Thomson. 
However, the Pacific girls 
fell naturally to what they 
are most comfortable with 
-defense, and their lead 
slipped away little by little. 
Amidst amazing shots made 
by freshman Ally Kosich and 
sophomore Maggie Eicks, 
none made it past the defending 
goalie. Pacific's goalie, freshman 
Lindsey Pengilly, had a total of 8 saves 
throughout the game. 
The game was close the entire time, 
with Pacific constantly giving their all. 
In the third quarter Kosich made an 
awesome backward shot that banged 
off the corner of the goal, mere inches 
from the net. Alex Kutac also made a 
last attempt shot in the final seconds 
1 of the third quarter from nearly 
halfway across the pool, but it went 
a little too high. 
Pacific won the swim off in the 
fourth quarter, shortly followed 
by a shot by sophomore Meara 
McCarthy; unfortunately the shot 
| was blocked by the Long Beach 
goalie. Pacific came back strong 
when Tawarahara took advantage of 
the ejection of a Long Beach player and 
scored another goal. This was quickly 
followed by a goal by Eicks. 
Pegilly made amazing saves left and 
right, but in the end was overcome one 
too many times. The final score was 
10-4 with Long Beach taking home the 
victory. 
Tawarahara, the 
game's leading scorer, 
said that they "had 
a good start, but it 
feels like our offense 
fell apart in the end. 
We've finally figured 
out our defense, and 
we're strong in that, 
now we just need to 
utilize our potential 
and improve our 
offense." 
Thomson added, 
"We are growing every game; we 
have a good defense, we just need to 
work on our 
offense. We 
need to have 
a little more 
confidence." 
However, she 
ended on an 
o p t i m i s t i c  
note by saying, 
"We have a 
young team, and there's a lot of room 
for improvement, and I'm really excited 
about the upcoming recruiting class; 
I'm really excited about our future." 
Katrina Spenst/The Pacifican 
